Introduction
--terdisciplinary and can be analyzed from different perspectives (Golejewska, -the whole country. Many scholars claim that there is a link between material -where human capital plays a key role. In this system, it is not work, raw ma---creation and transfer is seamless. Human capital is an important factor for macroeconomic level it stimulates production, affects the location of business activity, determines the implementation of innovative processes and
The main aim of the article is to analyze the impact of human capital calculations.
Human capital as the growth factor ...
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Theoretical analysis of human capital
In the literature on the subject it is often noted that human resources, Others do not see the difference in these terms and use them as synonyms th th century in -discovery of the complex structure of the phenomenon, but at the same time considerably complicate the practical application of the concept" (Król, of human capital are:
Human capital is also one of the components of intellectual capital. Some--portant component of intellectual capital. Nevertheless, it is important to remember not to confuse these two concepts and not to use them inter-society operate. It is also treated as the ability of these three levels to qualitatively combine new competencies in order to create new values (Edvinsson, -a certain value and are a source of future income for the employee who owns - 
The results of model estimation
The results of the model described above are presented in the tables be--od of least squares (KMNK) is considered acceptable if the individual effect
The situation is described in the examined model. Panel is unbalanced: theta varies across units. Test for the variation of absolute term in groups: Hypothesis: Groups share a common absolute term.
7.28345e-048. Hausmann's test shows that the estimator (GLS) is compatible for the null
Conclusions and recommendations
The aim of the study was to analyze the relationship between the doctoral ---related to the study of the impact of the human capital components on
